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Chief Financial Officer 
Vaistine Esra Ltd 

Email Address 

I would like to support Gytautas’s application to the Master’s program at XXX

University. I believe he will be a valuable addition to the class and prove to 

be an excellent candidate for the Master’s program. Gytautas was employed 

with Vaistine Estra Ltd. from XX to XX and I have known him since 2010. 

Gytautas possess many qualities that give him an edge over his colleagues. 

He possesses great leadership skills coupled with an ability to find innovative

business solutions. He has willingness to make a difference. His efforts 

resulted in our company starting to donate medicines to hospitals and 

providing training to doctors. He motivated us to engage in several corporate

social responsibility initiatives which also helped us increase sales by 

improving relationships with managers and doctors at the hospitals. It also 

resulted in an increased demand of our product. Most importantly, it enabled

us to become one of the biggest donators in pharmacy sector in Lithuania. 

We improved hospital services through doctors’ training and provided 

pharmacies those in need but could not afford it. This was one of the most 

interesting business solutions I have ever come across. This initiative by 

Gytautas deeply impressed me and showcased his excellent leadership and 

team work skills. 

He is passionate about finance and professional excellence which enabled 

him to excel at his job responsibilities such as monitoring business 

environment and providing reports on business performance. He made 
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significant contribution to the expansion of our company through his 

analytical skills. During his tenure at the evaluation of an investment project,

he performed detail analysis on various scenarios of discounted cash flows to

see the real economic profit of the acquisition. This is just one of the 

examples of how he performed as a full-fledged financial manager, carrying 

out complex tasks and responsibilities, despite the fact that he is still 

completing his undergraduate coursework to graduate shortly. 

He developed a multi facet perception of international corporate community 

during his professional, academic and leisure activities. It came in handy for 

us during frequent price and conditions negotiations with the world’s largest 

pharmacy manufacturers. Gytautas is intelligent and has exceptional 

diplomatic skills that enable him to connect and communicate effectively 

with high profile clients. His knowledge on the subject and excellent 

command on English language allows him to carry out negotiations skilfully. 

I have been impressed with his strong attention to detail, analytical abilities 

and commitment to prepare well and participate fully in team projects and 

leadership initiatives. His performance at our company has been very 

impressive and demonstrated his ability to get to the heart of an issue and 

provide insightful analysis and recommendations. He is supportive and 

encouraging, while demanding the same high quality participation from his 

team members as he exhibits his own contributions to the class. His project 

reports showed his perseverance and tenacity and he always exhibited a 

thirst for knowledge. 

I strongly believe that he will be an excellent candidate for the Master’s 

program at XXX University. Please feel free to get in touch with me at if you 
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need any further information in support of Gytautas’s application. Good luck 

in your selection process 

Sincerely, 
Regina Jodkiene 
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